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M

OST ANTITRUST PRACTITIONERS
have at least a rudimentary understanding of platforms, if not from a reading
or two of the Supreme Court’s decision
in Amex,1 then from the extensive and
ongoing investigations, cases, and ad nauseam discussions
and debates surrounding big tech platforms. But, for many,
the economic issues that arise in the platform space quickly
devolve into a thicket of specialized jargon, centering mostly
around indirect network effects, interdependent demands,
net prices, and so on. Many lawyers have to explain these
concepts to judges (and sometimes juries), and that can be
a challenge.
In this article, we attempt to take the mystery out of the
economics of platforms, while at the same time providing
insights into the complexities of this emerging subject area—
in terms of both case law and economics. Notwithstanding
over two decades of economic analyses of platforms, there
is much to be done; our objective here is to make it a little
easier to follow along.
Amex and its Limitations
Amex fundamentally changed the boundaries of market definition for transaction platforms. In assessing whether American Express’s antisteering provisions violated the Sherman
Act, the Amex Court relied heavily on economics literature
about platforms to determine that transaction platforms like
credit cards must be analyzed as two-sided platforms when
examining market power. In addition, the Amex Court suggests that other platforms also might need to be analyzed as
two-sided platforms if indirect network effects are strong.
A transaction requires a simultaneous exchange between
a buyer and a seller. An intermediary may facilitate the
transaction and thereby provide a service, but ultimately the
two-sided market is distinguished by the product being a
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transaction. Amex tells us that, to the extent this type of
transaction has an identifiable characteristic (e.g., credit
card, airline ticket, concert ticket, rideshare/taxi), a twosided transaction market exists.
What then is a two-sided market? Two examples of markets that courts have determined to be two sided are credit
cards, as in Amex, and airline global distribution systems
(GDS), as in Sabre.2 In each case, transaction providers
bring together buyers and sellers through electronic intermediation; this structure has led to these markets being
called “transaction networks.” Transaction providers usually
seek greater profits through more transactions; however, the
defining consideration highlighted by Amex and the economics literature upon which it relies is that the value of
a provider’s network on a per-user/transaction basis can be
affected by the size of the network, and in particular the size
of the population on each side of the transaction platform.
For instance, for consumers, a credit card is more valuable
the more broadly it is accepted, and for travel agents, an airline GDS is more valuable the more airlines are available for
travel bookings. This feedback between sides is often called
an “indirect network effect.” Because the two sides use the
transaction platform simultaneously, substitutes on both
sides must be considered in defining the relevant market for
that platform.
Amex requires a different economic analysis for market definition in the context of transaction platforms
only because the nature of substitutes on either side of
non-transaction platforms can be substantially different.
For instance, a computer operating system brings together
various disparate stakeholders, including hardware producers, application developers, and computer users. Thus,
an operating system has multiple sides, but the interaction
among them lacks the simultaneity that marks a transaction platform. Hence, with non-transaction platforms,
defining the relevant market and evaluating market power
is not necessarily a two-sided analysis, although it likely
entails two-sided considerations.
In many ways, Amex is a narrow decision because it
focuses merely on market definition, finding that the plaintiffs failed to conduct a proper analysis because they considered only one side of a two-sided transaction market.
Importantly, Amex made clear that transaction platforms,
characterized by simultaneous transactions between different

sides, require a two-sided analysis because the indirect network effects are “more pronounced.” 3 Amex thus limits the
Supreme Court’s decision in Times-Picayune, which held
that, for certain arguably two-sided platforms like newspapers, indirect network effects may be weak enough to be
properly considered through a one-sided analysis.4 However,
this begs two questions that do not yet have settled answers
in the economic literature: how strong must the indirect
network effects be to require a two-sided analysis, and for
that matter, what exactly is a two-sided analysis?
Other Types of Platforms and Related
Network Effects
A variety of industries in the modern economy are built
upon platforms, including media platforms, operating system-based networks, and search and matching networks.
These networks each has the characteristic that two or more
groups of users are provided platform services that can have
direct and indirect network effects, and one or more sides of
the platform must achieve critical mass for the network to
be viable. Whether these platforms fall within Amex’s scope
depends on whether the indirect network effects are strong
enough to require balancing users’ needs on each side of the
platform, among other case-specific considerations.
Media Platforms. Much empirical analysis in the academic literature has been on advertiser-supported media
platforms, including traditional platforms such as radio,
newspapers, magazines, and yellow pages.5 In each of these
cases, there are significant costs related to content creation
and distribution. Content attracts subscribers, and in the
traditional model there are limited, if any, direct network
effects for subscribers. There is also evidence for a pattern
of negative indirect network effects from advertisers to subscribers, because generally content consumers do not appreciate the interruption of advertisements, while there is a
positive direct network effect from subscribers to advertisers,
because more eyeballs seeing an advertisement increases the
value of each ad. There may even be negative direct network
effects for advertisers who do not appreciate the competition or congestion from other advertisers.
In the new economy, media platforms are rapidly transforming. Unlike traditional media platforms, social media
platforms such as Facebook and LinkedIn have strong direct
network effects on the subscriber side, because content is
created and consumed primarily by subscribers. The ability
to target and tailor advertising potentially reduces the negative indirect network effect from advertising to subscribers.
And with the Internet, distribution costs are very different.
These changes in the network effects and cost structures
of media platforms will change which cases can be used
as precedent for antitrust analysis. Amex provides some
guidance on the limitations of applying Times-Picayune to
determine whether a two-sided analysis is needed to define
the relevant market, but other questions—such as how to
evaluate the extent of market power arising from network

effects in media platforms and how to evaluate the effects
of the alleged conduct—are far from decided. For instance,
consistent with Times-Pacayune, the German competition
authority conducted a one-sided analysis and found that
Facebook operated in at least two separate relevant markets,
one being “the national market for social networks” and the
other being no wider than “the national market for nonsearch online advertising.”6 However, the German competition authority nonetheless determined that Facebook has
significant market power based on the strong direct network
effects in social networking.7
Operating System-Based Networks. A point of similarity between gaming consoles, smart phones, and personal
computers is that they all rely on an operating system (OS)
to intermediate between system users, peripherals, and
applications built for the platform. In some cases, the OS is
provided by the hardware producer, as in the case of Apple;
in other cases, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
sell their devices with a third-party operating system, as in
the case of personal computers and Microsoft Windows.
Two distinguishing features of these types of platforms
versus transaction platforms is that they are often multisided and engagement is ongoing in ways that fundamentally change switching costs. To illustrate the multisided
distinction, consider a cell phone that can be used to make
a call, get directions, play a game, engage in social media,
attach to devices, and distribute digital content. Each of
these uses in turn might be a platform in its own right—for
example, Facebook is both an application and a platform.
With respect to the role of switching costs, each device or
application that connects to the hardware is intermediated
by a set of application programming interfaces (APIs). An
OS may have thousands of APIs, each acting as a sophisticated plug that allows an application to control certain
hardware or software features. Each application is therefore
specific to an OS, unless it is ported to another OS. Thus,
where the transaction platforms referenced in Amex provide
an exchange service bringing buyers and sellers together,
OS-intermediated platforms engage in a range of far more
complicated intermediations that may form their own product or service markets, some of which may be transaction
markets.
From both a legal and an economic perspective, much
remains to be sorted regarding how Amex and the DC Circuit Court opinion in United States v. Microsoft8 will apply
to OS-based platforms. Microsoft provides important lessons for the role of middleware, nascent entry, exclusionary
conduct, and market definition in a platform context. We
expect this decision will play an increasingly important role
in the examination of platforms, because it considers the
effects of conduct by a large platform—Microsoft—on a
market including small innovators, such as Java and Netscape, which have the potential to disrupt market power. It is
yet to be seen whether and how the analyses in Microsoft will
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be applied to modern-day platforms now that we are fully in
the Internet era.
Search and Matching Networks. Amex applies to a relatively simple transaction service—the replacement of cash
and other means of exchange for goods and services, conditional on the buyer and seller already having been matched.
But the internet has also transformed the search for goods
and services themselves. Sites exist to match pets with owners, single people with lovers, vacationers with rental properties, drivers with passengers, and the list goes on. Some of
these are little more than a very efficient catalogue, virtual
mall or taxi dispatch service where the efficiency gain arises
from the reduction in search and transaction costs and the
control of congestion through pricing and other means (e.g.,
ride-sharing apps). Other sites combine extensive social
interaction (e.g., dating sites), while still other sites allow
consumer choice within the context of stories or reviews
(e.g., online magazines). Market definition and power in
the context of platforms providing multiple services to two
or more sides has yet to be fully tested.
In some cases, both parties acknowledge they are dealing with characteristics of two-sided markets (see, e.g., Epic
v. Apple9) but in others, this is a potential point of dispute
(see, e.g., the Blue Cross Blue Shield MDL10). We will have to
wait to see whether the U.S. courts will follow the European
Commission’s Google Search (AdSense) decision, in which
the Commission found a market for online search advertising intermediation because this type of service has a limited
substitutability with both direct online sales and intermediation services for online non-search, and providing this type
of service requires a sufficiently large portfolio of publishers
and advertisers.11 The Commission also found that Google
was dominant in the markets for general internet search services, licensable smart mobile operating systems, and app
stores for the Android mobile operating system.12 In Google
Android, the Commission rejected Google’s contention that
it was required to analyze indirect network effects because
of its decisions in Microsoft, even though the Commission
noted the importance of scale and indirect network effects
for Google’s success in both search and licensable smart
mobile operating systems.13
Conduct Evaluation in a Platform Setting
Platform economics becomes particularly challenging and
interesting when we begin to examine traditional antitrust
theories and potential misconduct in a platform environment. This includes, first, understanding what metrics are
used to measure effects and, where useful, asserted justifications; second, whether and to what extent standard horizontal behaviors may be assessed differently in a platform
setting; and, finally, how common unilateral behaviors or
vertical agreements are analyzed in the platform context,
including the assessment of effects and proffered justifications. The legal framework for assessing this myriad conduct is itself complex, and quite limiting in particular cases.
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We provide below a discussion of basic principles from an
economics perspective, as well as the state of the economic
literature on particular conducts, as applied to platform
environments.
The Metrics (For the Most Part) Remain the Same
In both the economic literature and the case law dealing
with platforms, the usual metrics of the consumer-welfare
standard remain the foundation. Indeed, though this principle remains somewhat controversial, the Amex court made
clear that, at least in cases involving transaction platforms
and alleged non-price vertical restraints directly related to
those transactions, the appropriate metric to assess alleged
harm remains whether an increase in prices or a reduction
in output or innovation occurred. Likewise, even for matters involving the more subtle effects that flow from harm
or impediments to rivals, the relevant metrics appear to
remain price, quantity, and innovation in the actual world
compared to those metrics in a but-for world without the
alleged misconduct. However, there will continue to be vigorous debates—especially outside of the strict application of
Amex—about whether and to what extent the appropriate
metric should be applied to each “side” of a platform separately, or whether a “net” metric measuring the effect on
all sides combined should be applied. The debate following from Amex will involve defining when indirect network
effects are strong enough to warrant defining a two-sided
market (with the exception being a transaction platform
that is two-sided regardless of whether indirect network
effects are weak). It will also require determining whether
indirect network effects have different strengths on each side
of the two-sided market, so that each side’s market power is
different.14
When evaluating the potential effect of the alleged conduct, the platform context brings at least two additional
complicating factors to this analysis. First, as it relates to
pricing in the actual and but-for worlds for each side of the
two-sided market, one should account for indirect network
effects and the extent to which perceived elevated prices on
one side of a platform are interrelated with demand on the
other side. Second, in the context of platforms and often
extensive network effects, the market evolution for both
effects and justifications may be more dynamic than in typical antitrust cases, and thus, the assessments of such effects
and justifications require a dynamic inquiry. For instance,
the early stage of platform development often requires hitting a critical mass at which there are enough users on both
sides of the market to realize network effects that, once
achieved, can create natural market power and possibly even
monopoly power. In addition, cross-side feedback effects
can shift rapidly in the face of competition, when one platform achieves critical mass and the market tips toward it.
To illustrate how the typical measures change in a platform setting, consider the question of price. The economics literature provides that both sides of a platform market

are expected to pay a positive, “unsubsidized price” in the
absence of network effects. However, when the indirect network effect from side B to side A is sufficiently large, cases
can arise where side A pays side B a “subsidy” for the benefit of the externality it creates such that side B pays a price
below its marginal cost; in extreme cases, it might even be
paid to use the platform. An important economic principle
is that prices are set with respect to the marginal consumer.
This means that platform pricing is set not only by the size
of the direct elasticities of demand and marginal costs but
also by the strength of the network effects. Network effects
may change with the size and stage of development of the
platform. While it may be tempting to use the phrase “maturity” to describe whether network effects are large or small
given the stage of a platform’s development, the law requires
a more careful analysis beyond age alone.
In determining the competitive or but-for price, the ageold issue of increasing returns to scale that can lead to large
deviations between average and marginal costs will often
be central. In particular, the concept behind the Cellophane
fallacy—that market definition and substitution effects can
be radically different in the actual and but-for worlds—will
be critical. In today’s enforcement environment, these conceptual boundaries are likely to be pushed, with the help of
economists where appropriate.
Horizontal Issues—A Continuum
of Conduct for Platforms
Naked Restraints. As several economics writings in this area
have observed, the fact that platforms have many complexities that can influence the appropriate analytical framework
does not mean that platforms can engage in traditional per
se misconduct with impunity.15 Platforms must be cautious and ensure that any horizontal agreements or interactions with other platforms—on price or other competitive
dimensions—are defensible on integration and efficiency
grounds, e.g., whether prohibiting the conduct would interfere with any of the intra-platform operations or efficiencies
that make platforms unique in the first place.
Collaborations/Interchange. More common are interactions among platforms that either expressly or in practice
constitute agreed-upon collaborations, ranging from standards setting to overt agreements on price. The most obvious of these agreements revolve around interchange fees,
which have a long and intense history of litigation.
From an economic perspective, there is rich literature
both supporting and condemning agreements on interchange fees. Economists have identified conditions under
which issuers set an interchange fee that leads to efficient
card usage.16 Such conditions require, among other things,
issuers to be perfectly competitive; the optimal interchange
fee (i.e., the one that results in efficient card usage) involves
issuers charging cardholders a usage fee. Economists have
also identified conditions under which the interchange fee
structure leads cardholders to “overuse” credit cards and

merchants to pay “high” merchant fees. For example, if merchants accept credit cards as a way to steal customers from
each other, card networks may set higher merchant fees than
when merchants’ card acceptance decision is solely based on
the technological benefits, such as convenience, theft, and
fraud control.17
Interestingly, platform (network) competition has been
identified as another source of bias favoring cardholders. If
merchants multi-home (i.e., accept multiple types of credit
cards), networks may offer favorable terms to cardholders to
attract them while charging merchants high fees in exchange
for giving them access to their cardholder base.18
More recently, the literature focuses on credit card policies
that restrict merchant choice, which can arise from the fact
that consumers make membership and usage choices, while
merchants make only acceptance decisions. 
No-steering
policies can lead to skewed card prices that oversubsidize
card usage at the expense of charging inefficiently high
fees to merchants.19 A “price coherence” policy—meaning
a rule that prohibits merchants’ surcharging on credit card
transactions—can also result in overuse of credit cards and
inflated retail prices.20 Platform competition may not fix
these distortions under the price coherence policy and may
exacerbate the overuse of credit cards.
Mergers. Apart from so-called nascent acquisitions,
there has been less focus on the economic analysis of the
likely effects of mergers involving platforms. This, in part,
is due to the inherently predictive nature of merger analysis—unlike Section 1 and most Section 2 cases, there is no
historical data on actual effects. As several economists have
observed, traditional margin and SSNIP analyses, in particular, may be misleading in the platform context.21
But economists have only more recently turned to structural modeling of these complexities in the merger context.
For instance, in the case of a structural model of a hypothetical merger in the Dutch daily newspaper market, economists found the merger increased subscription prices but
reduced advertising demand and advertising profits significantly, making the merger profitable.22 It is not clear how
general this result is, however, as the authors note that it is
mainly driven by a particular functional form of their advertising demand model.
Another example involves a structural model of two-sided
markets to quantify the welfare effects of the 1996–2006
merger wave in the U.S. radio industry.23 This analysis finds
that listeners benefited from the merger wave, as it increased
product variety and decreased advertising, while advertisers
became worse off because of higher ad prices.
Finally, a published study has modeled mergers among
German TV magazines using a modeling approach that
accounts for readers’ preference for content and advertising
and advertisers’ preference for the size of readership.24 This
study shows that mergers that would appear harmful in a
single-sided market model can be much less harmful once
interdependent demand and indirect network effects are
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taken into account, while a merger between platforms with
relatively high market shares can result in larger price effects
than the single-sided market model predicts. For instance, ad
prices would generally increase post merger, but advertisers
would not necessarily be worse off since the size of readership
may increase post merger thanks to lower per-copy prices.
When indirect network effects are very strong, combining smaller platforms together can be welfare-enhancing.
One way to achieve this effect is through mergers, but it
may not be the only way or the best way. Interchange fees,
as discussed above, can have the effect of “merging” different networks, by giving users the benefit of the aggregate
network—the same network that would result if the different platforms merged. This describes our current e-mail
system, in which there are different providers, yet to a user
there appears to be a single, global network. Whether the
consumer would be better off paying the occasional interchange fee to use a variety of different networks or paying a
single platform operator to use a single global network may
depend on the facts of the case.
Unilateral and Vertical Conduct
Most of the legal and economic action in this arena lies in
the area of unilateral behavior and vertical restraints. As
with traditional unilateral conduct, cases like Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko25 make
it quite difficult for plaintiffs to rely on refusals to deal or
leveraging-type theories of misconduct in the platform context. Likewise, because vertical restraints are most troubling
in the context of firms with substantial market power, these
cases often raise complex issues of defining markets in the
context of large installed bases—e.g., the “aftermath” debate.
Below we highlight the primary analytical challenges for
assessing unilateral and vertical conduct involving platforms
as well as the state of economic literature in these areas.
Refusals to Deal. Refusals to deal in the platform
space—at least from a legal perspective—necessarily follow
the Trinko/Aspen Skiing26 parameters for potential liability.
This framework, of course, can be quite restrictive, which
may account for the relative lack of distinct economic literature and modeling specific to the refusal-to-deal context.
Instead, economists tend to see refusal to deal as a form of
foreclosure, assuming that the refusal to deal involves the
type of access that may be viewed as essential for platform
entry or expansion.
Predatory Pricing. Much more economics in the platform setting has been written about predatory pricing—a
relatively rare legal case as it requires both below-cost pricing and a market structure that enables recoupment. From a
platform perspective, the economics of predatory pricing is
relatively mature; some of the earliest economic observations
involve explaining why free or even negative prices in the platform space do not involve traditional notions of predation
(or, necessarily, any inherent likelihood of recoupment).27
The literature here has not changed much, and it would take
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a unique fact pattern to sustain a predatory pricing theory in
the context of legitimate indirect network effects.
In the context of a two-sided analysis, predatory pricing
would presumably be understood in the sense of the net
price captured by the platform. A central lesson of Amex is
that one cannot look at a high price on one side of a platform in isolation. Applying the same rationale, one cannot
look at a low price on the other side in isolation. Instead,
the net price—the effective price charged by the platform—
would be at issue. An accusation of predatory pricing would
presumably suggest that the platform’s net price was below
cost with the intention or effect of foreclosing competition.
Yet again, the dynamic nature of the platform complicates
this analysis. To achieve critical mass, a nascent platform
may need to operate below cost, subsidizing both sides in an
effort to grow. This is a typical strategy adopted by start-up
companies to build demand for a new product or even a new
market, with early-stage, pre-IPO financing typically fueling
commercialization during a period of losses until sales catch
up with costs. Thus, whether an observed low net price is an
effort to foreclose entry and competition or a natural effort
of a small platform to achieve critical mass and hence create
entry and competition will depend on the facts of the case.
Exclusive Contracts. By contrast, exclusive contracting
by platforms is a ripe area for both litigation and economic
analyses. We know that, from a traditional legal and economic perspective, exclusive contracting has many potentially procompetitive features, including assuring supply,
promoting investment, avoiding free-riding, and even facilitating entry. On the other hand, exclusive contracts have the
potential to make it difficult for new platforms to achieve
scale or sustain viable or efficient network effects.
These competing—but not mutually exclusive—marketplace realities are reflected in the economic literature as well.
Consider the role of exclusive contracts in a setting of two
competing platforms where buyers (consumers) join either
of the platforms while sellers (firms) join both platforms,
i.e., multi-homing.28 In such settings, an exclusive contract
can be used to persuade sellers to stop subscribing to the
rival platform. This is not different from what exclusive contracts can achieve in one-sided market settings, but when
indirect network effects are strong, this behavior can lead
to an outcome in which all sellers and buyers sign up exclusively to a single platform even though this platform sets
high prices on both sides.
The role of exclusive contracts in deterring the entry of
more efficient rivals does not change in two-sided market
settings except that entry deterrence does not require the
presence of economies of scale.29 Economists have shown
that in a buyer-seller two-sided market setting, exclusive
deals can result in complete foreclosure with all sellers signing exclusive deals with an incumbent platform so that no
buyer wants to multi-home. In such an equilibrium, the
incumbent and sellers are better off thanks to exclusive
deals, while buyers and the potential entrant are worse off.

There has also been empirical research on the impact of
exclusive contracts. In the sixth generation of the U.S. video
game marketplace (2000–2005), in which over 60 percent
of all software titles were exclusive to one of three hardware
platforms, economists found that entrant platforms benefited from exclusivity more than incumbent platforms did;
without exclusive arrangements, the entrants were not able
to differentiate themselves from the incumbents.30
There is a connection between the economics of predatory pricing and exclusive contracts. When the market is
characterized by single-homing—as would be the case when
exclusive contracts are in place—a prospective entrant must
convince the incumbent’s subscribers to leave its larger network and join the entrant’s smaller network. This shift might
be sensible if the entrant’s prices are sufficiently lower than
the incumbent’s, meaning the incumbent can react by lowering its own prices to obviate the entrant’s value proposition.
However, when the market is characterized by multi-homing,
the entrant only needs to persuade the subscribers to also join
its network. The incumbent’s price does not affect this calculation, meaning a strategy of predatory pricing is less effective
in a multi-homing market, other things equal.31
Tying/Bundling. Compared to exclusive contracting,
tying and bundling have a more sordid history in the case
law and economics, especially for firms with substantial
market power. The notion is that such firms can coercively
extend their power to related markets, potentially harming
both rivals and competition in those markets or, as alleged in
Microsoft, protecting the related tiedmarket from new entry
or expansion. On the flip side, many economists support
the notion of “one monopoly rent,” and it has long been recognized that tying can facilitate new entry and expansion.
These often case-specific views of tying in the platform
context are reflected in the current economic literature.
Economists studying the role of tying in the payment card
industry have shown that the tying of a credit card and a
debit card (“honor-all-cards”) can increase social welfare
by allowing a card network to lower the interchange fee on
credit and raise the interchange fee on debit, highlighting
the rebalancing function of tying.32 Admittedly, this analysis was conducted under some simplifying assumptions,
including that a card network was a not-for-profit association with no market power to raise the overall price level,
thus precluding anticompetitive effects by design.
Other effects of tying in two-sided markets have also been
studied.33 Focusing on the role of multi-homing in determining the welfare effects of tying, economists have shown that
tying can be welfare-enhancing if multi-homing is allowed
because “tying induces more consumers to multi-home and
makes platform-specific exclusive content available to more
consumers, which is also beneficial to content providers.”34
More recent literature challenges the one-monopoly rent
notion in a two-sided market setting in which platforms cannot charge negative prices (e.g., no rewards).35 This research
shows that the monopolist has incentives to engage in tying

to extend its monopoly power to another market if a tied
product is distributed for free due to the nonnegative price
constraint in a two-sided market. When platforms cannot
charge consumers negative prices in the tied-good market,
tying limits competition in that market, because price cannot go below zero, and limits a rival firm’s response, which
creates incentives for the monopolist to tie.
Challenges in Constructing But-for Worlds
Finally, as with nearly all antitrust cases, constructing the butfor world in a platform setting can be particularly complex
and challenging. In the first instance, there can be some ambiguity in determining the scope of the misconduct that must be
removed—it is often debated in the platform context whether
any part of the alleged misconduct is procompetitive and thus
should be allowed to remain. It also can be quite challenging in the platform context to discern and define appropriate
“before and after” time periods or to identify reasonable and
comparable benchmarks for comparative analyses.
Based on case-specific fact findings, economists construct
counterfactual but-for worlds with either reduced form or
structural economic models. While the general methods of
constructing but-for worlds have been around for a long
time and are now fairly standard in antitrust litigation, platform settings can present particular challenges relating to the
availability and scope of relevant data as well as constructing
reasonable but-for relationships among market participants.
As this area is ripe for future econometric work, practitioners
should be aware of developments like those noted above, both
in the economic literature and in the case law.
Conclusion
Economists have been intrigued by the role that indirect network effects play in defining markets, identifying
market power, and analyzing when a platform company’s
actions might be anticompetitive. While the European
Commission was arguably the first antitrust agency to
identify the importance of indirect network effects in Google Android, the U.S. Supreme Court was the first court
to define transaction markets as two-sided and to require
analysis of both sides of the market, in Amex. The Court’s
two-sided analysis focused on the potentially strong indirect network effects resulting from the simultaneity of
action between a buyer and seller in a transaction platform,
which indicates that, if indirect network effects are sufficiently strong, even non-transaction platforms may need
to be analyzed as two-sided. This analysis contrasts with
the European Commission’s approach, which placed less
emphasis on indirect network effects and greater emphasis
on size in creating a barrier to entry for platforms. Regardless of the jurisdiction, the relationship between market
power and network size or the strength of network effects
remains undefined, and there is much to be explored in the
application of economic analyses in the antitrust enforcement of platforms. ■
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